
”Trust us”  We are the Grand Poobas---and we are taking care of the affairs of the 
people. 

Yes Ernest…I have been well aware of that for some time.  However, my experience 
tells me to be very cautious when we are told…essentially…”Trust us.”  By what 
authority and by whom, but the people themselves can anyone dare to speak for the 
people?

Currently there is one source presenting this information.  When asked about the 
details I was given very evasive responses.   

It is primarily a private commercial action due to the nature of the Beast 
and the manner in which it has operated.

Beyond that it is High Mucky-Muck stuff involving all the Grand Poobas 
--- the filing will be available but parts of it will read like Greek. 

• High Mucky-Mucks stuff?
• Grand Poobas?

As you have stated and I am in complete agreement…

The planet belongs to We The People and not a bunch 
of phonies and their fake paper money.

But for what it is worth, there are no other authorities 
but the people.  And if the people themselves are not 
involved, in the negotiations, the arrangements and 
the full details...then there is no other authority on the 
planet to carry out any negotiations for us.  No one.  
Period!

Anyone choose to disagree?  714-964-4056  arnie@arnierosner.com

This type of treatment leaves me to question the legitimacy of the players (Grand 
Poobas indeed?)  as well as the features of the deal (High Muck-Muck Stuff?) being 
promoted.  How is what is being promoted any different from socialism or perhaps 
with the hidden agenda behind it...global tyranny and the implementation of 
Communism and globalism? 
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”Trust us”  We are the Grand Poobas---and we are taking care of the affairs of the 
people. 

So please tell me Ernest...How is this different than what games are already being 
played here? 

Fool me once…shame on you.  Fool me again…shame on us both.

What you have described sounds like another deceptive trick by the same bunch 
behind the fiat money system.  The Jesuits or on the other side of the equation, the 
zionists.  Or perhaps just the Bankers themselves using the other factions 
mentioned to avoid direct culpability....  Or perhaps the CIA operatives who seem to 
really control the cabal.

You see my point?

Unless these details are presented with names, authorities, delegated by the people, 
and real details people can review and make sense out of them for themselves...these 
proposals are nothing more than more bull crap and the problem I see, those who 
promote what may end up being more fraud, will end up holding the bag.

Your a good man Ernest.  I don’t think you deserve to be strung out to dry.

Of course just my opinions expressed as a dumb old guy who knows nothing. 

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

On Sep 25, 2016, at 8:48 PM, Ernest Laverdiere Jr <lernie593@aol.com> wrote:
You will soon be told.That's all I can say now.You will hear 
more on this as it is being set up.The planet belongs to We 
The People and not a bunch of phonies and their fake 
paper money.
-----Original Message-----
From: Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>
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”Trust us”  We are the Grand Poobas---and we are taking care of the affairs of the 
people. 

To: Ernest Laverdiere Jr <lernie593@aol.com>
Sent: Sun, Sep 25, 2016 10:11 pm
Subject: Re: 9.25.16 > Ernest Laverdiere Jr / "STIPENDS 9/25/16" <

Good day Ernest.

And would you be willing to share the source of this interesting news?

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056
Ernest Laverdiere Jr > lernie593@aol.com < via Johnny
Sunday, September 25, 2016 6:24 PM

Subject: Stipends 9/25/16
 

We are heading for the era of Individual Living Stipends 
(ILS) and Individual Investment Funds (IIF) for all of 
humanity worldwide. Results of secret tests in California, 
Switzerland, and other locations reveal that this will work. 
Everyone will receive a stipend of $1500 to $2500 
regardless of work experience in the near future. The 
world is abandoning the old predatorial capitalistic 
economic model and reforming it for a more equal means 
of distributing wealth to all and diminish the hoarding of a 
few. The results of this new program reveal that after the 
first 18 months or so the system will settle out and people 
will have the options of continuing to work, full time 
parenting like back in the mid 20th century, upgrading of 
basic skills like cooking and sewing, teaching their 
offspring values like honor, integrity, and unselfish acts. 
This is expected to control population growth and crime 
and create a more stable society. This stipend will be 
added to existing income streams like social security, 
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”Trust us”  We are the Grand Poobas---and we are taking care of the affairs of the 
people. 

pensions, and assistance programs and will come from a 
universal payer system. As an example, a social security 
recipient who receives the average payout of $1230 per 
month will get at least another $2000 stipend which will 
total $3230 per month. Younger workers will receive a 
$2000 stipend, $1000 investment stipend, and still can 
work for a wage which is around $2500+ or $30,000 per 
year which yields $5500 per month or more. This is being 
funded by the massive amounts of wealth on the planet 
that has been hidden from the people for hundreds of 
years by the evil and sick members of humanity. Greedy 
retailers will not be tolerated. Price gougers will be given 
one warning and be Jailed on the second infraction. Greed 
never was Good and it soon will be gone. Announcements 
will be soon.
 

The old corporate United States says farewell on 
September 30th which is this Friday.........Stay well 
Nationals............................................E.


